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Safe Return to In-Person Instruction and Continuity of Services Plan
In order to best support students and families with the safest possible return to school for the 2021 school year, the Oregon Department of
Education (ODE) has created an operational plan template to align guidance from the federal and state level in support of local decision-making
and transparency of health and safety measures in the communities that school districts serve. The Safe Return to In-Person Instruction and
Continuity of Services Plan serves the following purposes:
1) Replaces the Ready Schools, Safe Learners Operational Blueprint required under Executive Order 21-06; and
2)

Meets the requirements for:
a.

An operational plan required under OAR 581-022-0106(4), while aligning the CDC Guidance on School Reopening with the Ready
Schools. Safe Learners Resiliency Framework for the 2021-22 School Year (RSSL Resiliency Framework);

b. Section 2001(i)( 1) of the ARP ESSER and the US Department of Education's Interim Final Requirements for Safe
Return/Continuity of Services Plan; and
c.

Communicable Disease Plan and Isolation Plan under OAR 581-022-2220 (Division 22 requirements).

As districts plan and implement the recommendations in ODE's RSSL Resiliency Framework, they will need to consider a continuum of risk levels
when all recommendations cannot be fully implemented. For example, universal correct wearing of face coverings between people is one of the
most effective preventive measures. However, there will be times when this is not possible based on a specific interaction or a physical space
limitation, such as during meal times. It will be necessary to consider and balance the mitigation strategies described to best protect health and
safety while ensuring full time in person learning.
ODE remains committed to the guiding principles introduced in spring of 2020 to generate collective action and leadership for efforts to respond
to COVID-19 across Oregon. These principles are updated to reflect the current context:

•

Ensure safety and wellness. Prioritizing basic needs such as food, shelter, wellness, supportive relationships and support for mental,
social, and emotional health of students and staff.

•

Center health and well-being. Acknowledging the health and mental health impacts of this past year, commit to creating learning
opportunities that foster creative expression, make space for reflection and connection, and center on the needs of the whole child
rather than solely emphasizing academic achievement.
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•

Cultivate connection and relationship. Reconnecting with one another after a year of separation can occur through quality learning
experiences and deep interpersonal relationships among families, students and staff.

•

Prioritize equity. Recognize the disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on Black, American Indian/Alaska Native, and Latino/a/x, Pacific
Islander communities; students experiencing disabilities; students living in rural areas; and students and families navigating poverty and
houselessness. Apply an equity-informed, anti-racist, and anti-oppressive lens to promote culturally sustaining and revitalizing
educational systems that support every child.

•

Innovate. Returning to school is an opportunity to improve teaching and learning by iterating on new instructional strategies, rethinking
learning environments, and investing in creative approaches to address unfinished learning.

Continued on next page.
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Planning Mental Health Supports
ARP ESSER &
OAR 581-022-0106
Component
Devote time for students
and staff to connect and
build relationships

Extent to which district has adopted policies, protocols,
or procedures and description of policies, protocols, or
procedures adopted to ensure continuity of services
The Alsea K-12 Charter School stayed open for in-person
instruction all year, during the 2020-2021 school year.
Thus, continuity of service was maintained for our
students. In addition, we facilitated an expansion of our
on line program offerings that doubled the size of our staff.
Each program has dedicated time for staff and students to
connect, and the Charter School held an outdoor BBQ
event to welcome families and students back to school, in
which staff were present to build relationships and
connections.

The District has been an industry leader in providing
Ample class time, and
private time if needed, for layered supports for students and families. We promote
creative opportunities
resiliancy, openness, and opportunity fo r students and staff
that allow students and
to verbalize, emphathize, and validate their experiences.
staff to explore and
process their experiences

How do the district's policies, protocols, and
procedures center on equity?
Every student in the Alsea School District is a unique and
distinct individual. Staff and Administration has
successfully built an open school culture founded on
non-judgement. As a result, students experience more
tolerance, and greater acceptance that allows each to be
free to pursue their own st yle of self expression.

Giving staff and students permission to shift in the moment
to help support students who need time to process t heir
experiences. This protocols is both social-emotionaly
responsible and culturally responsive.
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ARP ESSER&
OAR 581-022-0106
Component

Link staff, students and
families with culturally
relevant health and
mental health services
and supports

Extent to which district has adopted policies, protocols,
or procedures and description of policies, protocols, or
procedures adopted to ensure continuity of services

How do the district's policies, protocols, and
procedures center on equity?

The Alsea School District, has hired a family liaison to

These investments are necessary to support the whole

facilitate connections and provide access and support to

student in a culturally informed and responsive way.

whole families in need. In addition, we have partnered
with Benton County Health to provide preventative and
counseling support services for students. These services
include access to interpreters and other cultural support
services when needed to maximize the meaning and value
of our supports for diverse families

Foster peer/student lead
initiatives on wellbeing
and mental health

Student lead initiatives include boys and girls circles,

The open culture that exists in Alsea is naturally responsive

student body councils, and student requests for Yoga,

to student interests, diverse needs, and small group
priorities. Students are quick to find willing staff interest

meditation and mindfulness units to be included in PE
curriculum and courses. These priorities exist in addition

and support for a variety of wellbeing, mental health, and

to the above prevention and other peer supports

other related supports that serve to connect individual

mentioned above.

students to culturally aware adults in the school system.
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Communicable Disease Management Plan
Please provide a link to the district's communicable disease management plan that describes measures put in place to limit the spread
of COVID-19 within school settings. (OAR 581-022-2220). The advised components of the plan and additional information are found in
the Communicable Disease Management Plan section of the RSSL Resiliency Framework and meet the ESSER process requirements of
"coordination with local public health authorities."
Link: http://a1sea.k12.or.us/distri ct-office/public-reports/

-

.

ARP ESSER Component
Coordination with local
public health
authority(ies) including
Tribal health departments

Extent to which district has adopted policies, protocols,
or procedures and description of policies, protocols, or
procedures to ensure contintuity of services

How do the district's policies, protocols, and
procedures center on equity?

The Alsea School Distrcit has fostered a very open and

The District's layered mitigation and COVIO safety

successful relationship with the Benton County Public
Heatlh team. We engage in regular correspondence on all

procedures are a model of equity for all students, staff, and

things COVID among other health and wellness supports.

Regular updates to all our families, and empowerment to

Information provided by the LPHA in response to staff,

assist with student screening and communication of

student, and public questions has been especially
important for fostering the high degree of parent

potential exposures is paramount. To date our parents
have been our best ally along with our LPHA in our quest to

confidence in our school's layered mitigation plan.

control the sp read of COVID.

stakeholders as the Virus is infectious to all people.
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Isolation Plan
Please provide a link to the district's plan to maintain health care and space that is appropriat ely supervised and adequately equipped
for providing first aid, and isolates the sick or injured child. (OAR 581-022-2220). If plann ing for this space is in your communicable
disease management plan for COVID-19, please provide the page number. Additional information about the Isolation Plan can be

found in the Isolation & Quarantine Protocols section of the RSSL Resiliency Framework.

Link: http://alsea.k12.or.us/district-office/public-reports/

Continued on next page.
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Health and Safety Strategies
School administrators are required to exclude staff or students from school whom they have reason to suspect have been exposed to
COVID-19. (OAR 333-019-0010)
Please complete the table below to include the extent to which the district has adopted policies and the description of each policy for each
health and safety strategy. In developing the response, please review and consider the CDC guidance and the RSS L Resiliency Framework for
each health and safety strategy. Additional documents to support district and school planning are available on the ODE Ready Schools, Safe
Learners website.

Health and
Safety Strategy

Extent to which district has adopted policies, protocols,
or procedures and description thereof

The school district is enforcing all mandates and vaccine
COVID-19 vaccinations to
educators, other staff, and requirements with fidelity. We have hosted three vaccine
students if eligible
clinics at the school and have partnered in providing
reluctant patrons and staff with good information to
address their concerns and assist them in their decision

How do the district's policies, protocols, and
procedures center on equity?
Having a healthy and positive re lationship with our
staff/families has served to increase confidence in the
efficacy of vaccines protections accross the demographic
spectrum.

making.
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Health and
Safety Strategy
Universal and correct
wearing of face coverings

Extent to which district has adopted policies, protocols,
or procedures and description thereof

How do the district's policies, protocols, and
procedures center on equity?

Having stayed open all last year, the majority of our

Face coverings are an important mitigation in our quest to

students are very familiar with correct wearing of face

control COVID spread. It is regarded as one of the most

coverings. All staff are trained in the proper use of face

visible and impactual mitigations and nearly all students

coverings and will assist their students, if needed, in good

and staff are able to access them with fidelity.

mask wearing.

Physical distancing
and cohorting

Physical distancing and cohorting will be maintained as

Keeping all students healthy and attending in-person

under last years RSSL plan. Whenever possible, students

schooling promotes equity and helps accelerate unfinished

are positively encouraged to maintain 6 feet of distance

learning. Promoting individual responsibility among all

even within their own cohort.

students to do their part to protect each other promotes
safety, community, and an intrinsic sense of belonging that

When the minimum distance of 3 feet cannot be
maintained other layered mitigations are applied, to

brings disparate groups together.

include face coverings, hand washing/disinfection, and
increased ventilation, etc.
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...
Health and
Safety Strategy

Ventilation and air flow

Extent to which district has adopted policies, protocols,
or procedures and description thereof

The District has purchased air filtration and purge systems
to be installed in all classrooms and staff/visitor meeting
spaces. HEPA filtration (MERV 13+) and complete air
volume exchange have proven to be very effective at

How do the district's policies, protocols, and
procedures center on equity?

The use of these systems promotes student safety and
prioritization. These procedures center on equity of
protection for all students/classroom staff. This helps all
kids feel valued, protected, and cared for.

minimizing Delta COVID transmission. The District has
spared no expense in this effort. Supply chain problems
have slowed delivery of these systems so those that we
have received are being prioritzed to classrooms until more
arrive.

Handwashing and
res~irato!}'. etiguette

All classroom and staff work spaces have access to both
handsanitizing and hand washing facilities. Frequent
handwashing is part of regular protocol for classrooms and
is structured around transitions including before and after
recess, breaks, passing time, and lunch.
Respitory etiquette is another mitigation that is reinforced
with signage and helpful reminders when needed.

Normalization of hand washing and respitory etiquette
promotes equal access, safety and opportunity for all
students to attend in-person learning w ithout interruption
from Communicable Disease.
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Health and
Safety Strategy
Free, on-site COV!D-19
diagnostic testing

Extent to which district has adopted policies, protocols,
or procedures and description thereof

How do the district's policies, protocols, and
procedures center on equity?

The District has registered with OHA and will have 250 test
kits on hand to provide responsive and timely testing
options for all staff and students who request it. This

This testing program creates universal access for all
students and staff to COVID-19 testing. The importance of
this access cannot be overstated.

protocol includes voluntary sceening testing for those
would like to participate. Test kits will be resupplied on a
monthly basis.

COVI0-19 screening
testing

Staff screening testing focuses on testing students or staff
who do not have symptoms of, exposure to, COVID-19.
Enrollment is open to anyone and vaccination status is not
verified.

Screening programs help provide timely feedback and
notice of COVI D infection that will serve to shorten
Quarantine t imes and potential disruptions to in-person
learning.
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Health and
Safety Strategy
Public health
communication

Extent to which district has adopted policies, protocols,
or procedures and description thereof
Public Health communication is conducted regularly and at
least bi-weekly, but more often as needed. Parents are
notified of positive cases, and are advised on the steps the
district is taking to address each case. Communications
include updated information regarding guidance and

How do the district's policies, protocols, and
procedures center on equity?
Regular and meaningful communication is critical in the
promotion of equitable and coordinated response to
postive cases. Everyone must do their part and good
information universally distributed in an effective and
culturally sustainable way is paramount.

feedback from our LPHA that is useful for parental
understanding of the "why" certain steps are taken or
precautions are recommended.

Isolation:
Health care and a
designated space that is
appropriately supervised
and adequately equipped
for providing first aid and
isolating the sick or
injured child are required
by OAR 581-022-2220.

As provided last school year, the Charter school has a
dedicated COVID sick room that is adequately stocked for
providing first aid and isolating the sick or injured child.

All students are entitled to the same standard of care and
concern. Isolation and supervision of care help the sick or

Supervision is provided when in use.

promotes equity.

injured to feel cared for and supported. This relationship
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Health and
Safety Strategy
Exclusion: School
administrators are
required to exclude staff
and students from school
whom they have reason
to suspect have been
exposed to COVID-19.
(OAR 333-019-0010)

Extent to which district has adopted policies, protocols,
or procedures and description thereof
Exclusion from school is handled on a case-by-case basis.

How do the district's policies, protocols, and
procedures center on equity?
The successfu l track record and high degree of familial

The School District assists our LPHA with contact tracing

confidence in Alsea's safety efforts promotes equity,

and notification of quarantine/exclusion requirements.
The high degree of trust and confidence of our families has

fairness and social justice.

in our safety plan has resulting in a high degree of
compliance and cooperation regarding exclusion from
school.
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Accommodations for Children with Disabilities
Please describe the extent to which the district has adopted policies related to appropriate accommodation for children w ith disabilities
with respect to health and safety protocols. Please describe any such policies.
Children with Disabilities include ADA, Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and IDEA section 504. The district has directly
communicated with all families, including parents of students with disabilities, their rights for appropriate accommodation
under the law. The Alsea School District has a high percentage of students with disabilities and had been consistent at
promoting supports, accommodations, and Individual Education Plans that facilitate FAPE.
The Governor's Mandate responsibly included the importance of approprate accomodation for children w ith disabilities
with respect to health and safety protocols in OAR 333-019-1015 sections 4, 5, & 6. The Alsea School District has gone
above and beyond to communicate these parameters to all students and parents in support of OHA and Governor Brown.

Updates to this Plan
To remain in compliance with ARP ESSER requirements, school districts must regularly, but no less frequently than every six months (taking into
consideration the timing of significant changes to CDC guidance on reopening schools), review, and as appropriate, revise its Safe Return to In
Person Instruction and Continuity of Services Plan.

Date Last Updated:

August 26, 2021
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